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are you sitting comfortably?

At Verco we think as much about people and their workplace
as we do about furniture. Every organisation is dynamic, involved
in a process of continual change. This affects the way people work,
handle their professional relationships, and manage their business as
a whole. Verco has set itself a straightforward challenge: not just to
create and supply the best in office furniture, but to deliver real
solutions that help support your organisation - in every sense - as it
develops. We want to help you make your office a better place in
which to work.. Everything we do is driven by a passion to match
innovation with excellence. We have the experience and skills to
focus the best in design, technology and materials to serve our
customers. In short, through our office furniture we create office
furniture solutions that work as hard as you do.
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smilesmilesmile
A new range to bring a smile to your face. Simple clean lines, vibrant colourways.

And an intriguing coffee table. A remarkably comfortable range, with attitude.
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veronaveronaverona
Italian simplicity spells quiet assurance to your clients. Create your own

modular mix. Deep cushioning, smooth sophisticated lines. Verona. The ultimate

in comfort.
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bosabosabosa
Clean and simple design to complement any modern interior. Oval steel frames

with a silver finish provide the ultimate in stability and style.
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wapwapwap
Will always please. A chair to tailor to any environment. Perfect stacking for

versatility and space saving. And a simple yet effective linking system.
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